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INTRODUCTION

EDUCATOR

I teach Digital Storytelling, Storytelling Across Media, Digital Marketing, Web Design, and
Branding to the next generation of media creators and producers as a part time Professor
of Media Studies at the New School.

Previous teaching assignments include seven years as a part time professor in the New
Media Department at Concordia College in Bronxville. Responsibilities included co-writing
curriculum and providing instruction in a variety of subjects including Marketing &
Branding, Web Design, the History of Media, Interactive Media production.

I co-produced the first transmedia hack-a-thon in New York City in 2012 with the rest of the
founding team at StoryCode (a transmedia incubator focused on the intersection of
technology and storytelling). This event attracted over a hundred participants and
garnered press from the tech, film, and media industries including Forbes, The Washington
Post, and Filmmaker Magazine.

I went on to found StoryForward NYC, a transmedia storytelling organization, which
produces interactive panels and lectures with filmmakers, technologists, marketers, and
writers. I wanted to establish a setting where both new and experienced creatives with
great ideas for cross-platform properties could learn from their peers in the industry. The
Amphitheater of Lincoln Center’s Elinor Bunin Munroe Film Center provided an intimate
setting for participants to learn about cross-platform production and to access
professionals at every level from emerging talents to studio executives.
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DIGITAL STRATEGIST & PRODUCER

I develop digital strategies and create content for cross-platform media projects to
develop audiences and promote active engagement.

My work has encompassed social media, marketing, podcasts, documentaries, film,
television, and live events. Clients and employers include Netflix, Universal Studios, Disney,
public broadcasting, and the PGA. I also work with indie filmmakers and on smaller
transmedia projects.

Many of my endeavors center around social justice, community building, and calls to
action.

My production company, House on Fire Productions, is a social impact studio which
began in summer of 2020 during the pandemic. House on Fire Productions is where my
passion for storytelling and my desire to save the planet collide. Our projects are
dedicated to social justice and climate change, across media platforms from podcasts to
television to digital marketing to live events.

Some Current and Previous Projects include:

Not Invisible: Native Peoples on the Frontlines - Is a podcast dedicated to
amplifying the stories of Native peoples. Not Invisible is a collection of stories
gathered through interviews with Native peoples from around the world who are
standing up to protect the planet and our future. Guests have included lawyers,
activists, journalists, actors and professors. We are currently finalizing season 2 and
have plans for season 3 and beyond where we will be expanding our interviews
beyond Turtle island to other idnigneous communities around the globe.

This Indigenous Life: is a web series that seeks to capture, preserve and share stories
from the global Indigenous community in order to build connections, generate
dialogue and amplify the stories of Native peoples. This project is produced in
tandem with teams at Lakota People's Law Project and Indigenous Peoples
Movement.

Breaking Down the Systems of Genocide: is a podcast that explores the history of
Indigenous resistance, while chronicling the destructive government policies that
have lead to today’s crisis of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women.

How did we get here? Breaking the Systems of Genocide, is a step-by-step
response to that question--an episode-by-episode accounting of the legal cases,
battles, broken treaties and policies designed by the U.S. government to wipe out
Native communities. Through a dynamic re-telling of these acts of domestic
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terrorism against Native communities entwined with acts of resistance that have
risen--reclamation of land, tribal sovereignty, new laws to protect Native
women--we weave stories of the past with those of the present in an effort to
enlighten listeners with the true history of how this country was founded. We are
currently in development on an eight-part series with PRX studios.

Son of the South - I am the transmedia producer on this Barry Alexander Brown/
Spike Lee production, a film about a young white man from a Klan family in
Montgomery, Alabama who, in 1961, risked everything to join the Freedom Riders
movement and become one of the founding members of the S.N.C.C.

This multi-channel experience will include the following activations: a podcast
featuring a series of interviews with original members of the Freedom Riders and the
S.N.C.C. hosted by Chaka Forman, son of Civil Rights activist James Forman; a
social media campaign that sheds light on the movement by drawing parallels to
the film; and the film’s call to action, “step out of line”, encouraging audiences to
take action when they see injustice. Echoing the Black Lives Matter and 1960s Civil
Rights movements our team aims to generate discussion and inspire action to
eradicate voter suppression and gerrymandering.

Red House Project - For the last 4 years I have been developing a project with a
team of Indigenous creators and allies focusing on Indingeous isseus ranging from
the shockingly underreported crisis of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women
(MMIW) in the United States and the relationship this has to extractive industries, to
water protection, food sovereignty and boarding schools.

Red House Digital Campaign - is part of the Red House project and encompasses
our social media campaign and interactive website which engages with over
150,000 fans across platforms. Our team of writers and producers has created a
space for sharing information on Native issues specifically the crisis of Missing and
Murdered Indigneous People, water protection, and land sovereignty. In creating
dialogue with the community we share experiences, resources, and information
that can be easily digested and widely disseminated.

Red House TV Series - The Red House multi-platform project grew out of a television
series I started developing a few years ago. I felt compelled to expand awareness
through storytelling as I learned about the devastating effects of extractive
industries on Indigenous communities through the loss of their daughters, sisters,
wives, aunts and mothers and the virtual invisibility of this crisis in wider American
society.

The story centers around an Indingeous female teen protagonist and explores the
themes of small towns and hard economic times, Indigenous and non-indigenous
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communities, fracking, and crime.

I have written the pilot and outlines for the first season and, together with the Red
House team, produced a pitch deck and series bible. We’re currently in
development talks with studios, executive producers, and actors.

Media Matriarchs, Artists Unscripted, and Financial Lit: I am producing a series of
podcasts for BronxNet Community Television, a not-for-profit public access
television and media studio serving the underrepresented Bronx community.
BronxNet is also a teaching studio, educating Bronx residents in the arts of studio
production, editing, writing, and podcast production.

Media Matriarchs looks at the world of media through the eyes of women in the
industry. We discuss what it means to be a woman in predominantly male industries,
how getting older changes one’s views, the experience of working across different
generations, and the challenges of navigating changes in technology. In Artists
Unscripted, host K’nicia King interviews Bronx artists and musicians about their work,
and inspirations. The host of Financial Lit, Jonathan Ortiz, a financial advisor in the
Bronx, educates his audience about personal finances with a Bronx based flair. Our
interviewees have included Mayoral candidates, Senators and financial advisors
from across the Bronx.

EDUCATION

● M.A., Media Studies, The New School, New York, NY, 2010
MASTER’S THESIS: Kinky TV: The Representation of Fetishism in American Crime Show
Television

● B.F.A., Film Studies, State University of New York at Purchase, Purchase, NY, 2000

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Adjunct Professor, The New School, New York, NY, 2017 to Present
● Designing and teaching curricula to graduate and undergraduate students in the

Media Studies program.

Adjunct Professor, Concordia College, Bronxville, NY, 2014 to 2021
● Designing and teaching curricula to undergraduate students in the New Media

program.
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Adjunct Professor, Feirstein Graduate College of Cinema, New York, NY, 2017 to 2018
● Taught curricula for the course “Producing for New Media” to graduate students

in the Producing program

Adjunct Professor, The International Center for Photography, NY, NY, 2016 to 2017
● Designed and taught curricula for the course “Transmedia Storytelling” to

undergraduate students in the New Media program.
Teaching/ Research Assistant, The New School, New York, NY, 2009 to 2010

ACADEMIC HONORS

● Media Studies Graduating Student Class Speaker, 2010

COURSES TAUGHT

Undergraduate
● Digital Storytelling: a lecture class that outlines the fundamental principles of digital

and traditional storytelling
● Web & Marketing: a production class teaching the fundamentals of web design,

marketing and advertising.
● Interactive Multimedia Design: a production class instructing students on the theories

and practices of developing interactive, multi-platform experiences.
● The Business of New Media: a lecture and writing class providing insight into the

global media industry and instructing students on how to market themselves and
apply for jobs after graduation.

● Transmedia Storytelling: a production class teaching the principles of multi-platform
storytelling for photographers and journalists

Graduate

● Producing for New Media: A production class teaching character development
and screenwriting for multi-platform projects.  Students’ completed projects
feature pitch decks and a TV pilot or a feature-length script.

● Storytelling Across Media: A production class teaching students how to develop
and produce multi-platform story experiences. The outcome includes a
completed story bible and a project component which includes a feature-length
screenplay, pilot episode of a web series, or  published novella.

● ReMix and Mash-up Culture: An online production class providing historical
context of mashup media and how to use it as a socially responsible content
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maker.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Founder & CEO, House on Fire Productions, 2020 to Present
● Oversaw the creation and management of  a digital marketing campaign for

Radium Girls, a film about workers rights.
● Created a multi-platform marketing campaign for the film, Son of the South, a true

story set during the sixties Civil Rights Movement, about a Klansman’s grandson who
is forced to face the rampant racism of his own culture.

● Worked with the team at Starlight Runner to produce materials for a transmedia
campaign with the United States government.

Executive Producer & Creator, Red House Project, 2017 to Present
● Executive producer on the Red House TV series which takes place in the fictional

town of Red House, PA and tackles the issues of Missing and Murdered Indigneous
Women (MMIW) and the relationship of this crisis to extractive industries.

● Created a team of mainly Indigneous writers and producers to develop the project
team and accurately depict the Indigenous community and characters within the
storyworld.

● Wrote the pilot episode of the TV series, developed the story bible, and am currently
co-writing the fictional podcast and interviewing family members, activists, and
artists working to raise awareness around MMIW.

Transmedia Producer, Son of the South, 2019 to 2020
● Developing and implementing the multi-platform experience for the film Son of the

South, directed by Barry Alexander Brown and executive produced by Spike Lee.
● Creating the podcast series promoting the feature film featuring interviews with

prominent members of the 1960s Civil Rights Movement and activists from the Black
Lives Matter movement.

● Developed a social media strategy that focuses on educating today's activists on
the history of the 1960s Civil Rights Movement and the founding of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.

Director of New Media, BronxNet Community Television, Bronx, NY, 2017 to Present
● Developing multi-platform digital strategies for a Bronx-based not-for-profit public

access television station reaching over 1 million viewers.
● Executive producing on six bi-weekly podcasts featuring topics on storyworld

building, financial literacy, food equity, and women in media.
● Overseeing a team of social media managers, content writers, and digital
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producers.

Digital Marketing Manager, Natural Markets Food Group, Irvington, NY, 2015 to 2017
● Proposed, developed, and implemented all digital marketing campaigns and

materials.
● Oversaw a team of social media managers and graphic designers.

Digital Media Director, Brigade Marketing, New York, NY, 2015
● Managed a large team of social media managers on experiential marketing

campaigns for clients including Netflix, Disney, and Universal Studios.
● Oversaw the development and implementation of digital marketing campaigns

for the Emmy Award-winning TV series Grace & Frankie and the Oscar
Award-nominated film Sicario.

Digital Media Consultant & Strategist, JLB Hart Media, Irvington, NY, 2013 to 2017
● Produced digital media strategy for the documentary film Out of My Head, a

project exploring the myths and realities of migraines.
● Packaged the British interactive TV series TryLife and pitched it to American

agencies.
● Produced digital media strategy for the documentary film The Last Crop, which

highlighted the burdens of small, independent farmers in the United States.
● Developed multi-platform pitch packages for creative agencies and networks

including Click 3X, No Mimes Media, and Starz Entertainment.

Digital Marketing Manager, Verizon Fios, Rye, NY, 2012 to 2013
● Produced an interactive multimedia marketing campaign for an in-depth series

on Occupy Wall Street.
● Created marketing campaign strategy for the premier of documentary director

Josh Fox’s short film How Pink the Sky.
● Booked and managed relationships with on-air talent including governors,

senators and Academy Award nominated filmmakers.
● Created multi-platform marketing strategies for internally produced social justice

special reports on topics including gun control, the school to prison pipeline,
elder abuse, rape kit testing, stop & frisk, and the anti-fracking movement.

Digital Producer, Current TV, New York, NY, 2011 to 2012
● Developed and implemented multi-platform digital strategy for an integrated

campaign sponsored by Toyota and the TED conference focused on alternative
energy called Current Covers.

● Developed and implemented a multi-platform strategy for the Urban Mobility
campaign highlighting the works of inventors, innovators, and engineers working
to solve the issues of urban sprawl and transportation.
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Transmedia Producer - Zenith, Surla Films, New York, NY, 2010 to 2011
● Created a multi-platform strategy for the independent sci-fi feature film Zenith
● Wrote engaging content across multiple social media platforms.
● Co-wrote press releases, sponsorship letters and transmedia pitch decks to

market both the film and transmedia project.
● Assisted in the authoring of the project case study and presented at

conferences.

ENTREPRENEURIAL ACHIEVEMENTS

Founder, House on Fire Productions, Irvington, NY 2020 to Present

● Established a social impact production studio with a goal towards producing
and developing multi-platform campaigns that seek to make

Founder, JLB Hart Media, Irvington, NY, 2009 to 2017
● Established a digital agency focused on the development of experiential and

content marketing programs for clients in film and television.

Founder, StoryForward NYC, New York, NY, 2014 to 2018
● Created an event organization with a team of creators producing monthly

panels and seminars focused on storytelling across mediums.

Co-Founder, StoryCode NY, New York, NY, 2012 to 2013
● Established a not-for-profit transmedia incubator with a team of filmmakers and

technologists.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT - HIGHLIGHTS
The following are a few examples of the programs, lectures, and panels that I have
developed with StoryForward, StoryCode, or as an individual producer throughout my
career:

● “Art of the Festival” (2016) A panel discussion on navigating the path of getting
your film into a festival. Panelists included Ingrid Jean-Baptiste (Chelsea Film
Festival); Terra Renee (AAWIC); Gabrielle Kelly (Filmmaker); Jim Jermanok
(Award-Winning Film Director).

● “Storytelling for Social Good” (2016) A panel and online seminar demonstrating
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the application of storytelling as a tool for social and political change. Speakers
included Andrea Phillips (Transmedia Writer); Ram Devineni (Creator of Priya’s
Shakti); Lee-Sean Huang (Co-Founder of Foossa); Dan Bigman (Creator of
VERSE).

● “State of the Story: Transmedia Past, Present and Future” (2016) A discussion on
the current and future state of transmedia as a tool for brands, marketers and
storytellers. Vladan Nikolic (New School Media Studies Dean); Natalie Braxton
(Transmedia Producer); James Carter (Transmedia Producer).

● “Data Driven Storytelling” (2016) Developed in partnership with Lincoln Center
this lively panel discussed how data is used as a storytelling tool both as a means
to inform creators about their audience, but also as a way to generate audience
engagement through targeted outlets. Panelists included Matt McGowan,
Ashley Taylor Anderson , Caitlin Burns, and Will Kreth.

● “Art of Advertising” (2015) Develped in partnership with the New York Film Festival
and Convergence, this program was developed to discuss the art and craft of
making content that accomplishes promoting a brand’s message and creating
experiences that appeal to modern consumers. Panelists included Behnam
Karbassi (No Mimes Media); Steve Coulson (Campfire NYC); Jennifer Warren
(Brand Cinema); Doug Scott (Ogilvy Entertainment).

● “Film Linc: Story-Hack” (2012) Produced in partnership with The Film Society of
Lincoln Center, Free People Clothing and open-source technologies, the
story-hackathon was a 24-our event that created a collaborative atmosphere,
where storytellers and technologists came together to build projects showcasing
their talents, and bridging the gap between the two communities.
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PRESENTATIONS
● Begeal, Jen; Parenteau, Tanis; Gavin, Jason; Thomas, Marilyn (2020), “Decolonize

Hollywood: Why Indigenous Voices Matter.” This panel was accepted into SXSW
for the March 2020 conference in Austin, TX.

● Begeal, Jen; Graboyes, Blaine; Roderick, Michael, Schein, Mike (2015) “The Art of
Networking and Relationship Building.” Presented at Adorama for StoryForward
NYC, New York, NY.

● Begeal, Jen, (2015), “Transmedia - The Now of Storytelling.” Presented at the
Tribeca Film Festival, New York, NY.

● Begeal, Jen (2014), “Telling Your Brand’s Story” Presented at Supercharging Your
Business Growth Through Storytelling for the NY Technology Council, New York,
NY.

● Begeal, Jen; Scott, Geoffery Jackson; Carter, James; Schulenberg, August (2011),
“Transmedia in Theatre” panel discussion following the play FEEDER: A LOVE
STORY about using transmedia storytelling to socialize and engage theatre
audiences.

SERVICE & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Service

● Communications Committee Member, NYWIFT, 2012 to Present
● Member, New York Women in Communications, 2011 to 2013
● Student Mentor, International Center for Photography, 2015

Conferences - Attended

● ProducedBy NY Annual Conference, New York, NY; 2015 to Present
● Women in Media in New York, New York, NY; 2018
● ITV Festival, Manchester, VT; 2018
● StoryWorld, Los Angeles, CA; San Francisco, CA; 2013 to 2015
● New York Film Festival - Convergence, New York, NY; 2014 to 2018
● The National Association of Broadcasters, New York, NY; 2014 to 2016
● NYFF: Convergence, New York, NY; 2013 to Present
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